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Abstract. Let T: B(LP) —» B(lp) ,1 < p < 2 , be a uniform homeomorphism

with modulus of continuity ôj ■ It is shown that for any y, 0 < y < ^- ,

there exists K > 0 and a sequence {e„} with «„ —> 0 suchthat S^[(ÔT{en)) >

Ke„|logen\y for all e„ .

It was proved by Mazur [6] that for p, q > 1 the spaces Lp and Lq, lq

are homeomorphic. From this work it also follows that the unit balls B(LP)

and B(Lq), B(lq) are uniformly homeomorphic. However, in Lindenstrauss

[4] and Enflo [2] the nonexistence of a uniform homeomorphism between Lp

and Lq was established. Enflo also proved that Lx and lx are not uniformly
homeomorphic (see [3, pp. 30-32]) , and in [1] this result is generalized by

Bourgain to the case 1 < p < 2. From the argument used in [1] and [3] it also

follows that the unit balls in Lp and lp are not Lipschitz equivalent. This was

also known before (see [3, p. 27]).
In order to get more quantitative information about uniform homeomor-

phisms between Lp and lp we study the modulus of continuity, ôr(e), defined

by
ôT(e) = sup{||r(x,) - F(x2)|| : ||x, -x2|| < e}.

In [5] it was proved by the author that for p = 1 there is a sequence (e„) with
e„ —y 0 and a K > 0 such that

(*) ôT-x(ôT(tpn)) > Ken\logen\    for all e„.

In this paper we will give a similar result for the case 1 < p < 2. More precisely,

we have the following.

Theorem 1. Let T: B(LP) -* B(lp), 1 < p < 2, be a uniform homeomorphism,

and let y be any number satisfying 0 < y < ^ . Then there exist a K > 0

and a sequence {e„} with e„ —> 0 such that

(**) ôT^(ôT(en)) > Ken\logen\y    for all e„.

The main idea of the proof of (*) was to construct a noncompact set of

well-separated metric midpoints in Li. These points are mapped on "almost
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metric midpoints" in lx, and by a simple compactness argument we can find
well-separated points in Lx such that the distance between their images is much
smaller. To prove Theorem 1 we just modify the ideas used in proof of (*).

Instead of using well-separated metric midpoints we use well-separated "almost

metric midpoints" in Lp . For the proof of Theorem 1 we need the following

lemma. Using our method we get the logarithmic estimate. We do not know

what is the best estimate.

Lemma 1. Let a, y be any numbers with 0<a,0<y<l.lf lime_0 efxTJfl\r =

0, then there exists a sequence {en} with £„->0 such that

St (y^l + lloge,,!-2^ < iy/l + |loge„|-2«(l+log2|loge„|-1)r5r(e)

for all en.

In the proofs of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 the following properties of Ôt(e)

will be used frequently. The proofs are simple and will be omitted.

(a) There exists a K > 0 such that ôt(e) > Ke for all e .

(b) For every integer N we have ôr(jf) > JjÔ't(e) .

Proof of Lemma 1. Let ôr(e) = K(e)e\loge\y. Then there exists a sequence
{e„} with e„ —y 0 such that

(I) K fe^/l + |loge„|-2") < K(en).

To see this we assume the contrary. Then there exists £o such that for all e,

0 < e < e0, we have K(e) < K (§-\/l + |loge„|-2aJ .  Let 0 < ei < e0, and

let e„ = ^-y/l + \loge„-X\-2a, « = 1, 2, 3... . Then we get 0 < K(ex) <
K(e2) < K(e¡) < • • • < K(e//). This gives a contradiction since, by assumption,

K(e„) -» 0 when N -* oo. Now let {e„}, e„ -> 0, be a sequence satisfying

(I) and let í = v^l + | loge„|_2a. Since y < 1, we get (|loge„| + log2)}' <

| loge„P(l + log2| loge„|_1). From this inequality and by (I) we obtain for e„
small enough

ST(e„sn/2) < ens„K(en)\loge„sn/2\y/2 < ens„K(sn)\logen/2\y¡2

< ST(e„)sn(l +log2\loge„\-x)

and the lemma is proved.

Proof of Theorem 1. Since Lp contains l2 isometrically, it is enough to prove
the theorem for T a uniform homeomorphism from B(l2) into B(lp). Given

y, 0 < y < ^ , we let a be any number satisfying ^y < a < ± - y .

We first assume that for some Kx > 0 there exists a sequence {e„} with
e„ -> 0 such that r5r(e„) > Kxe„\loge„\y for all e„ . Since we always can find

K2 > 0 such that ST-i(e) > K2e for all e > 0, the theorem follows trivially
for this case. Now, if we cannot find such a sequence for any Ä^i > 0, then we

have

lim-M£L = 0.
e—o e| logel''

Thus, by Lemma 1, we can find a sequence {e„} satisfying the inequality (I).
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Let Kx>0 and K(e) he such that Kxe < ST(e) = K(s)e\ loge^ Ve < 1. Let
e„ be in the sequence, and let r be such that

0<r<l-iv/l + |loge„|-2«(l+log2|loge„|-1).

Then we can find x = Y^x^i, y = Ylyfii m B(h) supported by a finite
number of coordinates and with ||x - y\\ <e„ such that

\\T(x)-T(y)\\>(l-r)ST(en).

By Lemma 1 and by the assumption of r this inequality implies that ||x-y|| >

e„/2. For any i outside the union of the supports of x and y we let z, be

the almost metric midpoint to x, y defined by

x + y   n      „m „,_2fl
Zi = ^L + \\x-y\\\log\\x-y\\\ 2ae¡.

Then we have

\\zi - x|| = \\Zi - y\\ = fc^y/l + llogllx-ylH-2" < ^1 + |loge„|-2°,

17,-2,11= J=||x-y|||log||x-y|||-Q>^=^|log|V2n        '"   e"      ""     - v^2

||r(x)-F(z,)||<¿r(yv/l + llog£" 2q

and

||(Fy) - F(z,)|| < ST (ly/l + lloge«!-2«)

Now, let ^ be a finite set such that up to a neglible error F(x) and T(y) are

supported on A . We let n denote the coordinate projection. Then we have

(1 - r)ôT(en) < \\T(x) - T(y)\\ < \\T(x) - nAT(zi)\\ + \\T(y) - nAT(zt)\\

and

||F(x) - T(ziW = II^F(x) - nAT(ZiW + \\xN\aT(x) - nNXAT(Zi)\\"

> \\T(x) - nAT(ziW + \\nNUT(zi)\\" -r.

Similarly for x replaced by y . Thus we get

2 (sT ^y/l + lloge^l-^y > ||F(x) - T(zíW + \\T(y) - T(z,)\\"

(i) > \\T(x) - nAT(zi)\\P + \\T(y) - nAT(ZiW + 2\\%N\AT(zi)\\'> - 2r

> 2-"l"'(l - ry(ST(en))P + 2\\7tN\AT(zi)\\" - 2r.

Let C„ = inf,J; i$j ||F(z,) - F(z;)||. Then we have the following.

Claim.

lim * /   ,, C" , ,^u = 0.
n^oo ST(en\logen\-(a+y>)

To prove the claim we assume the contrary, i.e., there exists K > 0 and an

infinite subsequence of {e„} such that

Cn>KÔT(en\logen\-(a+rt).
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Thus we have

(ii) lin» - T(zj)\\ > KÔT(en\logen\-^)

for all i, j and for all en in the subsequence.

Since A is finite, we have that {nAT(z¡)} is compact. Thus by (ii) and the

triangle inequality we get unit vectors e¡ for which

ll**rv¿rí»|| > ^KST(e„\logen\-^+^).

This together with (i) gives

(Srftd.fl + \loge„\-^j)   -2-Pl"'(l-rf(6T(en)y

> 2x-pKpôT(£n\log£n\-{a+y))p -4r.

Since this holds for r arbitrarily small, we get

2 (sT (jy/l + \logen\-2^J-2-P/p'(ÔT(en))p > 2x-pKpôT(en\logen\^a+y))p.

Using the fact that

ôT(en\lOgEn\-^) > \\\0%en\-(a+y)ÖT{*n)

and Lemma 1 we obtain

21-^v/l + |loge„|-2«(l+log2|log£„|-1))   -2"2/2'

>2x-2pKp\loge„\-p(a+y),

so we have

\logen\p^a+y) i(y/l + |loge„|-2«(l + log2|loge,,!"1))   - l) >2~PKP.

Since by assumption of a, y we have p(a + y) - 2a < 0 and p(a + y) - 1 < 0,

this inequality gives a contradiction for e„ small enough. Thus we have proved

that

lim  g ,   „ C" ,  , _,,. =0.
»-oo ôT(en\logen\-(a+y))

Now assume that for some eo > 0 and K > 0 we have

¿r-i(<Me*)) <Ke„\logen\r    foralle„<e0-

Given integer N there exists e' < eo such that for all e„ < e' we can find i,

j such that

|| H» - n»||< j\ôT(en\logen\-^).

Thus we have

gfi„|loge„rQ< -?=||x-y|||log||x-y||rQ = ||z,-z;||

<áT_, ^ir5r(e„|log£„|-(a+y))) <¿r- (^(^„Ilogfi«!"^)))

<K^en\logen\^a+y) loge„ + log-^|loge„| {a+y)

< K^-e„\logen\-{a+y)+r    for e„ small enough.
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From this we get N < 16K, and by taking N large enough we get a contradic-

tion. Thus there exists K > 0 and an infinite subsequence

{en;en±eH\loge„\-(a+rt}

such that r5r-i(r57-(e„)) > ATe„| loge„|r and the theorem is proved.
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